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Abstract
Recently, scattering of a Klein-Gordon particle in the presence of mixed scalar-vector generalized
symmetric Woods-Saxon potential was investigated for the spin symmetric and the pseudo-spin
symmetric limits in one spatial dimension. In this manuscript, the bound state solutions of the
Klein-Gordon equation with mixed scalar-vector generalized symmetric Woods-Saxon potential are
examined analytically within the framework of spin and pseudo-spin symmetry limits. We prove
that the occurrence of bound state energy spectrum exists only in the spin symmetric limit, while in
the pseudo-spin symmetric limit, the bound state spectrum does not exist. Besides the theoretical
proof, the Newton-Raphson numerical methods are used to calculate the bound state energy spectra
of a neutral Kaon particle, confined in a generalized symmetric Woods-Saxon potential, energy well
constituted with repulsive or attractive surface interactions, for the spin and pseudo-spin symmetric
limits, respectively. Numerical results are consistent with the non-existence of the bound state
energy spectrum in the pseudo-spin symmetric limit.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge, 03.65.Pm
Keywords: Generalized symmetric Woods-Saxon potential, bound states, spin symmetry, pseudo-spin sym-
metry, analytical solutions, Klein-Gordon equation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry is one of the basic and important concepts, which is often consulted to describe
the laws of Nature. For instance, consequences of the spin symmetry (SS) and the pseudo-
spin symmetry (PSS) have been an ongoing issue that is extensively discussed to characterize
the nuclear structure phenomena in nuclear physics e.g. magic numbers [1], deformation
and superdeformation [2, 3], identical rotational bands [4], magnetic moments [5]. Initially,
these symmetries are asserted by Smith et al. [6] and Bell et al. [7] in their independent
studies. Afterwards, the subject became more and more popular and was studied by many
authors [8–26]. Detailed reviews of using these symmetries in nuclear structure phenomena,
including the open problems, were given by Ginocchio [27] and recently by Liang et al. [28].
Furthermore, the foundations of these symmetries were investigated comprehensively [29–
31]. Blokhin et al. employed a helicity transformation on a non-relativistic single particle
Hamiltonian and proved that the reduced radial wave function’s asymptotic behaviours differ
from the former cases, resulting in the increase the diffuseness [29]. Only a few years before
the work of Blokhin, Bahri et al. performed a similar transformation on non-relativistic
harmonic oscillator [30]. They concluded the existence of certain conditions that require
having a PSS in the Hamiltonian, which is consistent with relativistic mean field approaches.
In order to explain this correlation, Ginocchio claimed that PSS is a symmetry that occurs
in the presence of an attractive scalar potential, Vs, and a repulsive vector potential, Vv
together with nearly equal magnitudes, Vv + Vs = ε
−, in relativistic mean field theory
[31]. Meng et al. proved that the PSS becomes an exact symmetry when dε
−
dr
= 0 [32].
Moreover, they imitated the PSS as a competition between the pseudo-centrifugal barrier
and the pseudo-orbital potential in real nuclei. Contrary to the PSS, the SS is defined by
Vv − Vs = ε
+. In finite nuclei, the constants ε+ and ε− are zero [9]. Note that, Ginocchio
attributed the mechanism behind these symmetries to the Dirac equation. Alberto et al.
discussed the required conditions to obtain equivalent energy spectra of relativistic spin− 1
2
and spin − 0 particles in the existence of mixed vector and scalar potential energies [16].
They concluded that those conditions do not depend on the potential parameters, thus, the
shape of the potential energies, but just on whether their difference (SS) or their sum (PSS)
differ by a constant.
The solutions of the Dirac and the Klein-Gordon(KG) equations are obtained by using
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these symmetries in the presence of various potential energies, e.g. SS [33] and PSS [34, 35]
in the relativistic harmonic oscillator potential, resonant states solutions and PSS in the
Dirac-Morse potential energy [36], PSS in the Dirac equation with a Lorentz structured
Woods-Saxon potential [37], SS and PSS in the Hulthe´n-like potential and tensor interaction
[38], SS scattering state solutions of KG particles by q−Parameter Hyperbolic Po¨schl-Teller
potential [39], SS and PSS scattering of KG particles with generalized symmetric Woods-
Saxon potential [40].
Among those studies, the Woods-Saxon potential (WSP) is a well-known potential en-
ergy which has been used to describe the differential cross-section of the protons elastic
scattering from medium and heavy nuclei in the optical model, replacing the square well
potential [41]. WSP energy basically depends on three parameters: the depth of the poten-
tial well, the diffusion and the effective well radius. In the literature, solutions of the WSP
in the non-relativistic [42] and the relativistic [43–45] cases exist. Besides these studies,
the modification of the WSP energy is examined in many articles where the potential is
deformed with two additional parameters [46, 47]. Such modifications are sometimes named
as the generalization of the WSP by their authors. This, however, should not be perceived
as an exact generalization, since the characteristic shape of the potential does not change
and the so-called generalized potential energy does not include additional physical effects.
Another, ”generalization” is defined with an additional physical term corresponding to sur-
face interactions. Satchler proposed this extra term, which is linearly proportional to the
spatial derivative of the WSP, corresponding to the forces that a nucleon suffers attractively
or repulsively in the vicinity of the effective radius [48]. This ”Generalized Woods-Saxon
potential” has been investigated comprehensively [49–66].
In this manuscript, one-dimensional form of this generalized potential that possesses par-
ity invariance is studied. Thus, from now on it will be called as generalized symmetric
Woods-Saxon potential (GSWSP) energy. Recently scattering, tight and quasi-bound solu-
tions of the GSWSP in Schro¨dinger equation are given by [67]. Moreover, the effects of the
surface interactions to the thermodynamics of a nucleon are examined via the non-relativistic
[68] and the relativistic [69] approaches. Lately, scattering of a KG particle in the GSWSP
in the presence of SS and PSS is investigated [40]. The motivation of this manuscript is to
examine the bound state solutions of the KG equation for the GSWSP energy in the limits
of the SS and PSS, respectively. Surprisingly, the constraints on the wave numbers allow us
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to obtain the energy spectrum of the bound state in the SS limit, while they do not allow
bound states in the PSS limit.
The layout of the manuscript is as follows. In section II the GSWSP is introduced, where,
the dependence of the potential on the parameters and the surface interactions are quali-
tatively discussed by plotting them with arbitrarily chosen parameters. In section III the
time-independent KG equation in the SS and PSS limits are derived briefly. In section IV,
the most general solution for the bound states is derived in the SS and PSS limits. Four
subsections are given in this section. In subsection IVA, the constraints on the wave num-
bers are investigated comprehensively and the first remarkable result of the manuscript is
given by proving the non existence of the PSS solution. In subsection IVB, the asymptotic
behaviors are used to eliminate the non-physical solutions from the general solutions. In
following subsections, IVC and IVD, the continuity conditions are employed to determine
the quantized energy spectra and their corresponding wave functions in the SS limit. In sec-
tion V, as a numerical application, a neutral Kaon is considered and its energy spectra are
calculated for potentials with repulsive and attractive surface terms, by adjusting parame-
ters. The corresponding wave functions, the probability densities and the dependence of the
energy spectra on the SS limit parameter are visually revealed. Moreover, the theoretical
proof of the non-existence of the PSS limit is verified numerically. Finally, the conclusions
are given in section VI.
II. GENERALIZED SYMMETRIC WOODS-SAXON POTENTIAL
The GSWSP that is under investigation in this manuscript has the following form [40]
VGSWSP (x) = θ(−x)
[
−
V0
1 + e−α(x+L)
+
We−α(x+L)(
1 + e−α(x+L)
)2
]
+θ(x)
[
−
V0
1 + eα(x−L)
+
Weα(x−L)(
1 + eα(x−L)
)2
]
. (1)
Here θ(±x) are the Heaviside step functions. The GSWSP depends on four parameters.
Three of these parameters are common with the WSP: V0 determines the depth of the well,
α is the reciprocal diffusion constant and L is the effective radius. Note that these three
parameters are positive and real numbers in this manuscript. The fourth parameter, W
4
, is the measure of the surface interactions and can be negative or positive depending on
the physical problem, i.e. a repulsive or an attractive surface effect is adjusted with the
proportionality constant to be negative or positive. Note that in the presence of the surface
effects the potential energy changes, but a ”pocket” for the repulsive and a ”barrier” for the
attractive surface effects appears if and only if |W | > V0 with the depth or height equals to
(V0−W )2
4W
. Moreover, W is linearly proportional to the former three parameters, and its value
can be determined by the conservation laws such as momentum and energy conservations
in a real problem.
To have an exact realization of the solutions of the bound state of the KG equation for the
GSWSP energy, it is necessary to investigate the potential energy qualitatively, especially
the surface interaction term dependence. Therefore, the generalization of the usual WSP
energy with the increasing repulsive and attractive surface forces are plotted versus spatial
distance in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2, respectively. One sees, then, how the potential barrier
or pocket occurs as the consequence of the presence of surface interactions only after |W |
exceeds the V0 value as predicted. Besides this, in the repulsive case, an increase of W ends
up in the squeeze of the potential well, while in the attractive case, a decrease of W causes
the well enlargement. These effects are shown in comparison to the WSP well in Fig. 3.
Hence, an upward shift in the energy spectra is expected for the repulsive interaction, while
a downward shift is expected in the attractive case. On the other hand, an increase of the
rate of the bulk effect to the surface effect is investigated in Fig. 4. One finds that, when the
bulk effect becomes more dominant than the surface effect, the GSWSP tends to resemble
the usual WSP. Finally, the dependence of the other potential parameters on the GSWSP is
investigated in Fig. 5. It is observed that the GSWSP cannot be a smooth potential energy
in some critical values of the reciprocal diffusion parameter and the effective well radius.
Therefore, appropriate parameters satisfying eαL >> 1 condition are chosen in Section V to
calculate the energy spectrum.
III. THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION
The KG equation is a linear homogeneous second order partial equation
[
pˆµpˆµ − (m0c)
2
]
Φ(~r, t) = 0 (2)
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and describes spinless scalar or pseudo-scalar particle dynamics. It is relativistically invariant
and was proposed by Klein [70] via two quantities, rest mass and linear momentum. Here,
the speed of light is denoted by c while the four-momentum operator is represented with pˆµ.
The interactions of a KG particle with the electromagnetic field are described by the
minimal substitution with an electromagnetic coupling term e where e is a real number.
pˆµ → pˆµ −
e
c
Aµ (3)
The four-vector potential Aµ contains time and spatial components. In this manuscript the
spatial potential terms are chosen to be zero. The non-zero time component term is called
”a vector potential”, eA0 ≡ Vv. On the other hand, ”a scalar potential”, Vs, is coupled to
the rest mass with another coupling constant g.
m0 → m0 +
g
c2
Vs. (4)
In this paper, a time independent potential energy is going to be used in (1 + 1) Minkowski
space-time. In the weak regime, where g << 1, the mass coupling drops and the expression is
reduced to the usual KG equation. In the strong regime, where g ≈ 1, the time independent
KG equation becomes[
d2
dx2
+
1
~2c2
[(
E − Vv
)2
−
(
m0c
2 + gVs
)2]]
φ(x). = 0, (5)
Here ~ is the Planck constant. The relations between the potential energies are given in the
SS limit as
Vv − gVs = ε
+. (6)
Then Eq. (5) yields to[
d2
dx2
+
1
~2c2
[
E2 −
(
ε+ −m0c
2
)2
− 2Vv
(
E −
(
ε+ −m0c
2
))]]
φ(x) = 0. (7)
Similarly, for the PSS limit
Vv + gVs = ε
−, (8)
gives [
d2
dx2
+
1
~2c2
[
E2 −
(
ε− +m0c
2
)2
− 2Vv
(
E −
(
ε− +m0c
2
))]]
φ(x) = 0. (9)
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It is worth noting that for finite nuclei, the constants ε+ and ε− are shown to be zero [9]. In
this paper, the KG equation that possesses SS or PSS is examined by the common expression
given by[
d2
dx2
+
1
~2c2
[(
E2 −
(
ε∓ ±m0c
2
)2)
− 2Vv
(
E −
(
ε∓ ±m0c
2
))]]
φ∓(x) = 0. (10)
Here ε∓ is used, + indicates the SS, while − represents the PSS limits.
IV. BOUND STATE SOLUTIONS
The GSWSP energy has parity invariance in one dimension. The solutions in either
direction can be deduced by exploiting this symmetry. Here, a solution for negative x is
analyzed, and then, the extension of the solution in the positive x region will be given.
The substitution of the GSWSP given in Eq. (1) to Eq. (10) gives,[
d2
dx2
+ α2
[
− ǫ∓
2 +
β∓
2
1 + e−α(x+L)
+
γ∓
2(
1 + e−α(x+L)
)2
]]
φ∓L(x) = 0. (11)
Here, the following parameter abbreviations are used to reveal the most general dependence
of the parameters.
−ǫ∓
2 ≡
E2 −
(
ε∓ ±m0c
2
)2
α2~2c2
,
β∓
2 ≡
2
(
E −
(
ε∓ ±m0c
2
))
(V0 −W )
α2~2c2
,
γ∓
2 ≡
2
(
E −
(
ε∓ ±m0c
2
))
W
α2~2c2
.
Remark that ε∓ is zero for the GSWSP energy. A new transformation on the spatial com-
ponent is defined as
z ≡
[
1 + e−α(x+L)
]−1
, (12)
and it is found out that the KG equation yields[
d2
dz2
+
(
1
z
+
1
z − 1
)
d
dz
+
(
β2∓ − 2ǫ
2
∓
z
−
ǫ2∓
z2
−
β2∓ − 2ǫ
2
∓
(z − 1)
+
β2∓ + γ
2
∓ − ǫ
2
∓
(z − 1)2
)]
φ∓L(z) = 0.(13)
Note that, the boundaries are mapped into z → 0(x → −∞) and z → 1(x → 0) since
eαL >> 1. The general solution is considered with an ansatz as
φ∓L(z) ≡ z
µ∓(z − 1)ν∓f∓(z), (14)
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where µ∓ and ν∓ satisfy
µ2∓ − ǫ
2
∓ = 0, (15)
ν2∓ + β
2
∓ + γ
2
∓ − ǫ
2
∓ = 0, (16)
conditions. Note that positively defined wave numbers k∓
k∓ ≡
1
~c
√
−
(
E ∓m0c2
)(
E ±m0c2
)
, (17)
and κ∓
κ∓ ≡
1
~c
√(
E ∓m0c2
)(
E ±m0c2 + 2V0
)
, (18)
are related with the following parameters
µ∓ =
k∓
α
, (19)
ν∓ =
iκ∓
α
. (20)
Substituting Eq. (14) into the Eq. (13) gives
z(1 − z)f∓
′′(z) +
[
(1 + 2µ∓)− (1 + 2µ∓ + 2ν∓ + 1)z
]
f∓
′(z)
−
[
(µ∓ + ν∓)
2 + (µ∓ + ν∓) + γ
2
∓
]
f∓(z) = 0. (21)
Notice that the resulting differential equation has the very well known form of the Hyper-
geometric equation
z(1− z)u′′(z) +
[
c− (1 + a+ b)z
]
u′(z)− abu(z) = 0, (22)
that has solutions
u(z) = A 2F1[a, b, c; z] +Bz
1−c
2F1[1 + a− c, 1 + b− c, 2− c; z] , (23)
where 2F1 is a hypergeometric function. Comparing Eq. (21) with Eq. (22) the solution of
the function is determined as follows
f∓(z) = D
∓
1 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; z]
+ D∓2 z
−2µ∓
2F1[−µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1− µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1− 2µ∓; z] , (24)
where
θ∓ ≡
1
2
∓
√
1
4
− γ2∓. (25)
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Hence, the most general solution in the negative region is found to be
φ∓L(z) = D
∓
1 z
µ∓(z − 1)ν∓ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; z]
+ D∓2 z
−µ∓(z − 1)ν∓ 2F1[−µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1− µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1− 2µ∓; z]. (26)
The covariance of the KG equation implies that φ∓R(y) will be symmetric to φ
∓
L(z).
φ∓R(y) = D
∓
3 y
µ∓(y − 1)ν∓ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; y]
+ D∓4 y
−µ∓(y − 1)ν∓ 2F1[−µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1− µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1− 2µ∓; y]. (27)
Here D∓1 , · · · , D
∓
4 represents four normalization constants and
y ≡
[
1 + eα(x−L)
]−1
, (28)
is used for the coordinate transformation in positive region. Analogously to the case in
negative region, the boundaries in the positive region are also mapped into y → 0(x→∞)
and y → 1(x→ 0) since eαL >> 1.
A. Bound State Conditions
Since the KG particles are confined, their wave functions should exponentially decay
outside the potential well, whereas, sinusoidal wave functions should accompany to the
particles within the well. We investigate these conditions comprehensively for the SS and
PSS limits. Two wave numbers defined in Eq. (17) and Eq. (18) should be real to satisfy
the confinement conditions
−
(
E ∓m0c
2
)(
E ±m0c
2
)
> 0, (29)(
E ∓m0c
2
)(
E ±m0c
2 + 2V0
)
> 0, (30)
in addition to the condition V0 > 0. Note that, due to Klein paradox, V0 has an upper limit.
This value is in order of mc2 of the depth parameter and the bound particle’s energy reaches
the continuum. This is known as supercriticality [71].
1. Spin symmetric limit
In order to comprehend the inequalities, that are found as the bound state conditions, we
plot them in SS limit in Fig. 6. The shaded area indicates the intersection of the required
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conditions. The first condition, given with Eq. (29), puts the energy eigenvalues in a limited
interval. The other condition, given by Eq. (30), assigns the minimum value of energy
spectrum. If a KG particle with a rest mass energy moc
2 is confined in a GSWSP energy
well that has the depth parameter less than m0c
2
2
, only positive bound states can be obtained.
Negative energy eigenvalues start to appear with constriction, in GSWSP energy wells that
have V0 values in between m0c
2 and m0c
2
2
. In a GSWSP energy well that is constituted with
V0 = m0c
2 value, the whole range of energy spectrum from −m0c
2 to m0c
2 is obtained. For
other potential energy wells that have greater values of V0 beyond m0c
2, the energy spectrum
interval does not enlarge further.
2. Pseudo-spin symmetric limit
For the PSS limit, the analysis of the required conditions given in the subsection IVA
ends up with a surprising result. The inequalities given with Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) are
satisfied in the shaded area plotted in Fig. 7. On the other hand, a GSWSP energy well
occurs only for a positive potential depth parameter V0. Therefore, the energy eigenvalue
solution of bound state in the PSS limit is an empty set and consequently, a KG particle
cannot be confined within a GSWSP well.
B. Asymptotic Behaviors
In order to analyze the asymptotic behaviours of the wave functions, the transformation
variables z and y are examined at positive and negative infinities and found to be zero. Thus,
the asymptotic behavior of hypergeometric functions gives unity. The other multipliers,
namely (z−1)ν∓ and (y−1)ν∓, act like phase multipliers and yield to e−
piκ∓
α . Since the wave
number k∓ are determined as a positive real number by the imposed conditions studied in
the Eq. (29), the wave functions behave as exponential functions.
φ∓L(x→ −∞) ≈
[
D∓1 e
xk∓ +D∓2 e
−xk∓
]
e−
piκ∓
α , (31)
φ∓R(x→∞) ≈
[
D∓3 e
−xk∓ +D∓4 e
xk∓
]
e−
piκ∓
α . (32)
To be consistent with being a solution to a bound state problem, D∓2 and D
∓
4 should be
taken as zero. Thus, the wave functions vanish at both infinities.
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Finally, it should be emphasized that the wave functions do not depend on the surface
terms at infinities as one can expect.
C. The Continuity Conditions
The wave function should be continuous and well-defined at every point. Therefore, the
matching of the solutions at the critical point x = 0 should be investigated.
φ∓L(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=0−
= φ∓R(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=0+
, (33)
dφ∓L(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0−
=
dφ∓R(x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0+
. (34)
Note that at this critical point two transformations that have been used, namely, z
∣∣∣
x→0−
and y
∣∣∣
x→0+
, yield to a same non-zero number, hereby t0,
t0 ≡ (1 + e
−αL)−1. (35)
From the equality of the wave function
(D∓1 −D
∓
3 )t
µ∓
0 (t0 − 1)
ν∓M∓1 = 0, (36)
is found and from the equality of the derivation of the wave function
(D∓1 +D
∓
3 )t
µ∓
0 (t0 − 1)
ν∓
[(
µ∓
t0
+
ν∓
t0 − 1
)
M∓1 +
(µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓)(1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓)
1 + 2µ∓
M∓3
]
= 0,
(37)
is obtained. Here
M±1 ≡ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; t0], (38)
M±3 ≡ 2F1[1 + µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 2 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 2 + 2µ∓; t0]. (39)
Since t0 is nearly equal to one, the hypergeometric functions have to be transformed. The
identity given in [72]
2F1(a, b, c; t) =
Γ(c)Γ(c− a− b)
Γ(c− a)Γ(c− b)
2F1(a, b, a + b− c+ 1; 1− t) + (1− t)
c−a−b
×
Γ(c)Γ(a+ b− c)
Γ(a)Γ(b)
2F1(c− a, c− b, c− a− b+ 1; 1− t). (40)
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is used and derived
M∓1 = S
∓
1 N
∓
1 + (1− t0)
−2ν∓S∓2 N
∓
2 , (41)
M∓3 = S
∓
3 N
∓
3 + (1− t0)
−1−2ν∓S∓4 N
∓
4 . (42)
with the new definitions
S∓1 ≡
Γ(1 + 2µ∓)Γ(−2ν∓)
Γ(1 + µ∓ − θ∓ − ν∓)Γ(µ∓ + θ∓ − ν∓)
, (43)
S∓2 ≡
Γ(1 + 2µ∓)Γ(2ν∓)
Γ(1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓)Γ(µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓)
, (44)
S∓3 ≡
Γ(2 + 2µ∓)Γ(−1− 2ν∓)
Γ(1 + µ∓ − θ∓ − ν∓)Γ(µ∓ + θ∓ − ν∓)
, (45)
S∓4 ≡
Γ(2 + 2µ∓)Γ(1 + 2ν∓)
Γ(2 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓)Γ(1 + µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓)
, (46)
and
N∓1 ≡ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2ν∓; 1− t0], (47)
N∓2 ≡ 2F1[1 + µ∓ − θ∓ − ν∓, µ∓ + θ∓ − ν∓, 1− 2ν∓; 1− t0], (48)
N∓3 ≡ 2F1[1 + µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 2 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 2 + 2ν∓; 1− t0], (49)
N∓4 ≡ 2F1[1 + µ∓ − θ∓ − ν∓, µ∓ + θ∓ − ν∓,−2ν∓; 1− t0]. (50)
Note that the behavior of the wave function solutions within the GSWSP well, to the
contrary to the behavior at infinities, depends on the surface effects by θ∓ terms as suggested.
D. Quantization and the Wave Function Solutions
The continuity conditions give the quantized energy spectra with the solutions of the
Eq. (36) and Eq. (37). As a consequence of the combined solutions the energy spectra are
separated into two subsets, namely even, Een, and odd, E
o
n, subsets respectively.
1. Even Solutions
The even solutions are obtained by the equality of D∓1 and D
∓
3 with
(S∓1 N
∓
1 ) + (1− t0)
−2ν∓(S∓2 N
∓
2 )
(S∓3 N
∓
3 ) + (1− t0)
−1−2ν∓(S∓4 N
∓
4 )
= −
(µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓)(1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓)t0(t0 − 1)
(1 + 2µ∓)
(
(µ∓ + ν∓)t0 − µ∓
) . (51)
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The wave function
φ∓L(z) = D
∓
1 z
µ∓(z − 1)ν∓ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; z], (52)
φ∓R(y) = D
∓
1 y
µ∓(y − 1)ν∓ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; y], (53)
guarantees a non-zero value at critical point
φ∓L(t0) = φ
∓
R(t0) = D
∓
1 t
µ∓
0 (t0 − 1)
ν∓M∓1 . (54)
2. Odd Solutions
The odd solutions are found by the combined solutions of D∓1 +D
∓
3 = 0 and
S∓1 N
∓
1
S∓2 N
∓
2
= −(1− t0)
−2ν∓. (55)
The odd wave function
φ∓L(z) = D
∓
1 z
µ∓(z − 1)ν∓ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; z], (56)
φ∓R(y) = −D
∓
1 y
µ∓(y − 1)ν∓ 2F1[µ∓ + θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + µ∓ − θ∓ + ν∓, 1 + 2µ∓; y], (57)
is zero at the critical point
φ∓L(t0) = D
∓
1 t
µ∓
0 (t0 − 1)
ν∓M∓1 , (58)
φ∓R(t0) = −D
∓
1 t
µ∓
0 (t0 − 1)
ν∓M∓1 . (59)
since M∓1 = 0.
Remark that the term that indicates the surface interactions, namely W , does not take
part in the wave numbers related with µ and ν parameters, although it is present in the
coefficients β and γ. On the other hand, W stands in the hypergeometric functions. With
this point of view, to have pocket or barrier in the potential energy function is not related
with the wave numbers while it is related with the particle’s energy, rest mass and the
potential depth parameter.
V. APPLICATIONS
In the previous section, we algebraically proved that bound states can occur only in the
presence of the SS limit. In this section, numerical results are dealt with to strengthen the
obtained conclusions for two different types of GSWSP energy wells.
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A. Bound states of GSWSP with repulsive surface effects
In this subsection, a confined neutral Kaon, where its rest mass energy is m0c
2 =
497.648 MeV , is initially considered in a GSWSP energy well constructed with arbitrar-
ily determined parameters V0 =
m0c
2
2
, W = 2m0c
2, α = 1 fm−1 and L = 6 fm. Note that,
αL = 6 which makes eαL much greater than one. The positive value of W indicates that
the considered surface forces are repulsive. Moreover, a surface barrier occurs since V0 < W
and its height is found to be 9
32
m0c
2 (139.963 MeV ).
The Newton-Raphson (NR) method is used to calculate the energy spectra via the tran-
scendental Eq. (51) and Eq. (57). The obtained eigenvalues are tabulated in Table I. with
their corresponding node numbers denoted by n.
TABLE I. Energy spectrum of a confined neutral Kaon in a GSWSP energy well with repulsive
surface interactions. Note that all calculated energies have units in MeV .
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
En 33.962 86.193 139.950 194.935 249.319 303.138 355.809 407.437 457.746
Using the first three eigenvalues, their corresponding unnormalized eigenfunctions have
been plotted in Fig. 8. The repulsive surface effects, in addition to the bulk effect, push the
particle toward the center. Therefore, the probability density near the core is higher.
The procedure is repeated to calculate bound state energy spectra for different GSWSP
energy wells. All parameters are kept same except the potential depth parameter. The
spectra are tabulated in Table II for the cases V0 = m0c
2, V0 =
3m0c2
2
, respectively.
The calculated energy spectra are plotted versus the depth parameters of the potential
energy well and node number in Fig. 9. Whether a neutral Kaon is confined in the GSWSP
energy well is determined by the potential parameter value m0c
2
2
. Only nine eigenvalues are
obtained. Note that, they have only positive values as predicted in Fig. 6. In a deeper
GSWSP energy well, V0 = m0c
2, the number of the possible microstate numbers increases.
Moreover, the range of the energy spectrum widens to be in between −m0c
2 to m0c
2, as
expected. Sixteen node numbers increase to twenty one when the GSWSP energy well
becomes deeper by setting the depth parameter as 3m0c
2
2
. In this case, the repulsive surface
effects become less dominant on the bulk effects. The height of the barrier is calculated to
be 15.552 MeV . Note that, the energy eigenvalues are only found to be in the KG interval.
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TABLE II. Energy spectra of a confined neutral Kaon in GSWSP energy wells that have been
parameterized with W = 2m0c
2, α = 1 fm−1 and L = 6 fm. Note that all calculated energies
have units in MeV and n are the node numbers.
n V0 = m0c
2 V0 =
3m0c2
2 n V0 = m0c
2 V0 =
3m0c2
2
0 -410.270 -493.730 11 297.283 59.956
1 -320.136 -467.612 12 347.212 110.177
2 -242.476 -424.559 13 395.518 159.275
3 -170.674 -373.166 14 442.678 207.153
4 -103.544 -318.552 15 486.799 253.807
5 -39.538 -262.729 16 299.119
6 21.623 -207.001 17 343.019
7 80.580 -151.731 18 385.311
8 137.411 -97.334 19 425.766
9 192.442 -43.837 20 463.891
10 245.676 8.581 21
B. Bound states of GSWSP with attractive surface effects
In this subsection, a neutral Kaon confinement is considered in a GSWSP energy well
constructed with the attractive surface effects, hence W is negative and equal to −2m0c
2.
The other parameters namely V0, α and L are chosen to be same as those in the previous
subsection and equal to m0c
2
2
, 1 fm−1 and 6 fm, respectively. The depth of the local pockets
near the surface is calculated to be −388.788 MeV .
The energy spectrum, that is calculated with the NR method is tabulated in Table III
with their corresponding node numbers. The bound state energy spectrum consists of sixteen
eigenvalues. In the spectrum the initial values of node number is four rather than zero,
which means the confined particle is not in the ground state. A particle in its ground level
is expected to be localized around the center of the potential well, whereas, neutral Kaon
does not satisfy this criterion, since the surface effect deepens the well around the surface.
The particle is localized at a sufficiently excited level with a non-zero n value. Therefore,
the particle is expected to localize not only around the center of the well. The probability
density distribution extends beyond the nuclear surface as demonstrated in Fig. 10, implying
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a non-zero probability in outer vicinity of the well as a quantum mechanical effect.
TABLE III. Energy spectrum of a confined neutral Kaon in a GSWSP energy well with attractive
surface forces. The potential well has parameters V0 =
m0c
2
2 , W = −2m0c
2, α = 1 fm−1 and
L = 6 fm. Note that all calculated energies have units in MeV .
n En n En n En n En
6 47.403 10 177.494 14 305.153 18 417.433
7 78.700 11 210.232 15 335.082 19 441.465
8 111.445 12 242.588 16 371.316 20 463.049
9 144.380 13 274.238 17 391.456 21 481.232
C. Non-existence of bound state solutions numerically in the PSS limit
The parameters defined for the attractive and the repulsive surface effects in the previous
subsections are used in PSS limit to investigate a bound state solution numerically. The NR
method verify that there is no bound state energy spectrum in PSS limit.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, in the limits of spin symmetry (SS) and pseudospin symmmetry (PSS), the
bound state solutions of the Klein-Gordon(KG) equation are investigated in the generalized
symmetric Woods-Saxon potential (GSWSP) energy in one spatial dimension. The GSWSP
differs from the usual Woods-Saxon potential by the additional repulsive or the attractive
surface interactions terms. In the first part of the manuscript the structure of the GSWSP
energy is investigated in detail. Then, the KG equation is obtained briefly in the SS and
PSS symmetry limits. The conditions on the wave numbers are derived and it is shown that
an energy spectrum can be obtained only in the SS limit. To have numerical results, in SS
limit, a neutral Kaon is chosen to be confined in repulsive and attractive GSWSP energy.
The energy spectra are calculated for both cases. Moreover, in the PSS limit, it is verified
also numerically that an energy spectrum does not exist.
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FIG. 1. GSWSP energy wells with arbitrary determined potential parameters V0 = 50 MeV ,
α = 1.6¯ fm−1 and L = 6 fm. Repulsive surface forces become dominant with the increase of the
W parameter.
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FIG. 2. GSWSP energy wells with arbitrary determined potential parameters V0 = 50 MeV ,
α = 1.6¯ fm−1 and L = 6 fm. Attractive surface forces become dominant with the negative
increase of the W parameter.
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FIG. 3. The parameters V0 = 50 MeV , α = 1.6¯ fm
−1 and L = 6 fm are used to plot potential
energy wells. The solid line represents the WSP energy, where W = 0, indicates no surface effects
are taken into account. The dashed dot line (blue) and the dashed line (red) indicate repulsive and
attractive surface forces are considered in GSWSP energy well, respectively. Note that, a pocket
in the attractive case and a barrier in the repulsive case occurs, since V0 < |W |. The pocket depth
and the barrier height are calculated to be −56.25 MeV and 6.25 MeV , respectively.
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FIG. 4. GSWSP well shade off into WSP well when the potential depth parameter V0 is much
greater then the absolute value of the surface effects coefficient W . The constant parameters are
chosen to be α = 1.6¯ fm−1 and L = 6 fm.
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radius with the repulsive surface effects. Here, the potential parameters are chosen to be V0 = 30
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FIG. 6. Possible energy eigenvalue region for a confined particle in SS limit. Potential well depth
parameter and rest mass energy determine to have positive and/or negative eigenvalues.
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FIG. 7. Possible energy eigenvalue region for a confined particle in PSS limit. Since potential
depth parameter defined positively, despite from the SS limit, a particle cannot be confined in the
PSS limit.
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FIG. 10. Unnormalized probability densities of the confined neutral Kaon in the GSWSP well
under attractive surface effects. Note that there is a non zero probability that the Kaon can be
confined outside the nucleus near the surface which is classically forbidden.
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